
 

Ch 2 Normed Spaces Inner Productspaces

21 Vector spaces
Definition A vector space over R thereal domain is a set V

together with two functions

veorddinit.VN V lie xty where it
scalarmultiplication or RN V ie XX where x ER KD
that sagging the flowing

Orsimply xx

Associativityofaddition xtlytzklxtyHZVxyz.EU
Commuting of additioni Xty 4 ⽐比 Ex y EV

Zero vector i ⺕彐 an element denoted by 0 in V st

X to 0 X x EX EV

Negativevector UK V I an element denotedby X in IV st

xtcx D x 0

VXEV.li X

UXEVandx.PER x px Mx
VXEVandxpER.at Pkxxtpx
⽐比 yEVand xER xcxty xxt 对図

Remarki We can define vector space over G the complexdomain similarly
Wewill assume vector space over R for default Vector space

over G is used very rarely

Example Ii R is a vector space with t the standardaddition of
red numbers and the standard multiplicationofred numbers

Example 2 R is a vectorspace with t and defined by i





Example 5i Consider the set of all strings
Define the addition by e.g

I t am I am
and some scalar multiplication
Then it doesn't form a vector space

Therefore we cannot use vector space to model text data in
this naive way

ExampleG Thefunction space Cab f l f is continuous on a 的

is a vector space if we define t and by
itV fgECGH.lftgltkfltjtglD.ttEGD.oilffECEabIXER.fJHKXfG.ca的 is referred to as a function space since any vector

in the vector space is a function

C区 b could be the hypothesis space of a learner with

one inputand one output i.e

X⼀一 两次 with Xi Ea bj and YiER

leareafECaiis.t.fi Yi for all i



1.2 Normed spaces and BanachSpaces

In order to do calculus on vector spaces we need to
define distance closeness between vectors

Let V be a vector space Let X y EV Then
distance X y 票 distance x y.gg distance y o

distanashouldbeshiltinrariant.TNlength of Kg

Therefore to define a distance we only need to define
a length for each vector in V

Let XE V Let 侧 be its length called norm which
should satisfy

a lengthshould be nonnegative i.e

化1120 UXEV
Moreover only the zero vector has a zero length i.e

1𠯢 0 x 0

Thelength of a multiple of a vector should be
the multiple of the length of the rector i.e

UXER.llxxll

lxlllxll.tt
Triangular inequality the lengthof the direct path is
the smallest 11411

不不 y
Hxtylkllxllt 11411 nxnff 化州1

0 y



Definition Let V be a vector space over B A norm on V
is a function 11.11 V R such that i

㖄 20 ⽐比EV and 侧 0 X 0

xxlklxlllXH.fi EVandxER
HXtylkllxlltllyll.lt X y EV

Example Ii R is a vector space over R
Let Mk M HER Then it is a norm on R
Canyoufind other norms on R

Example i R is a rear space over R
There are many norms on Rn
2norm Euclidean norm X

以贴
化⼉儿 Èxik

Theinduceddistance y
化州12 点化 州2K is the Euclidean distance
1 norm

化 仁 志刚 ⼀一

The induceddistance in
化州 ⼆二 点 lxiyil y
is known as MahanHandistance You can walk only
horizontallyand vertically
o norm 化州
1⽐比11 ⼆二 ǐi 叫 X ⼀一

The induceddistance is
N_N ⼆二 照⼼心 必以1 y



为 p normlp.PH
Xllp ⼆二 点侧咖

Comparison of unit balls

篍器器
1

〇
⼋八 年年
酂惢了了

1

mnnuhnxn.is

Notethat R 11州 112711112 侧州 are all
different normedspaces So for a given vector space we

can obtain various normedspace by choosing different norms
Calculate the norms of ㄨ 到

⼩小b 3447名 5 11𡚸 1311141 7
侧 ⼆二 Max 3 4 4

Example 3 cab is a vectorspace over R
The 0 vector in Ca bj is thefunction thattakesvalue 0 on a以
⽯石 measure how large a function f is

f
we can use the following norms t

刪 ⼆二 惢中叫 enduingThen distanceoftwofunctions fg ECGb T
gis Hfglb 器器 HM9咧



Some other normsof Cab can be

llfll ⼆二
fblfcxlldxllflb.fiIf化性妒
Hfllp fdlf丱测分

To define calculus we need first define convergent sequence
Let V be a normed vector space

Let 凼了了KEN be a sequence in V lie Xf V Uk 1，2，3

Let x EV Wesay 化⼩小_converges to X denoted by x_x if
第 11XK xlle.co

Example Ii Consider IN with Hk
Let Xi 關 an Uk and 仁 街三 0

Then
nx.tk 4 作14斷 垢⾮非

⼆二 卡 1424 唹 _1ingfnofhn.ltxlh ⼆二 台品型 F以简升⼆二 0

Therefore X_X as ⼼心

Example 2 Consider CTo 1 with Mb
Let fdt Sin 2不不⼼心仁

Then l fi 011 䈩 Sin 2不不吵们 六
台台㤧 011 㗊台 0

So fk 0 as ⼼心 to

Unfortunately not all normedspace is not closed under limit aeration



Example Consider CEI 1了了 with 11㕥 Recall Nfl f 1州州
1 1 Et Et

Define fasf.tk kt
1 t E1

14 0and

fasfltFlfl
lxf.rr

ii.it

0

Then 㤧 H ⼆二 ffklttfldt ⼆二 六
and 㗊 Hfifh 㗊⻓长 0

ii
⼼心

⼀一
Therefore CEI 1 11州 is not complete_

We call a complete normed space a Banach space

Examples of Banach spaces
IN with any norm

Cab with 11 11



13 Case Study Clustering Kmeans kmedians

Clustering
Suppose we are given N vectors X Xz ⼀一 不不 ER
Thegodof clustering is to group or partition the vectors into
k groups or clusters with the vectors in eachgroup close to eachother

䉦0
We use R because it is simple get able tomodel a variety of
datasets e.g singds images videos attributesof things
Actually the methods can be extendedto any normal spaces

no Applications

Topic discovery Suppose the Nvectors are word histograms
with N documents respectively i.e the jth component in Xi
is the counts of the j th word in document i
A clustering algorithm partition the documents into K groups
which typically can be integrated as groups of documents with
the same topics genre or author

N
Patient during If life feature Vectors associated

with N patientsadmitted to a hospital a clustering algorithm

clusters the patient into K groups of similar patients
Recommendation system A group of N people respond
to ratingsof n movies A clustering algorithm can be usedto
clusterthe people into k groups each with similar taste



1
Then we can recommend new movies liked by someone to people in
the samegroup as himher

Many other applications
Mathematical formulation

Representation

Let Ci Eh 2 ⼀一 K be thegroup that Xi belongsto it 2 ⼀一 N

Then group j denotedbyGj is Gj ikij3 FI 2 ⼀一⽔水

We assign each group a representative near denotedby Z Zz Z

Therepresentativevectors are not necessarily one of given vectors
Evaluation

First of all within one specificgroup Gj all vectors should

beclose to the representative vector j Miepraises at

Jj ⼆二 点 11不不可怜
Then I should be small

Secondg consider all groups since each Jj is small
J J ⼗十 It t Jk

should be small

Altogether we solve the following

器器品了了 ⼀一 器器品或可 为
恐暴暴⾔言点伈列列川

Z ⼀一 Zk ZiiZk

Optimization

Wemay use an alternating minimization to solve the minimization
Step Ii Fix the representatives Z ⼀一 ⼆二 find the best partitions

G GK.ie Son

G照品意德怀硎 ___ 1



Step2 Fix thegroups G ⼀一 Gk findthe best representatives

Z Zk i.e Solve

it 新意Mi 2州 ____ 2

The two steps are repeated until convergence

Let's find the solutions of the subproblems CD and 2 respectively

For 1
finding the partition G ⼀一 Gk is equivalent to

finding a a ⼀一 a So 1 becomes

c只只品 怀到1411X22峆 11不不 到12
nnr nn.ru tree

dependson dependson depends
aonly Gong onGvonly

I
minllxi Za.IE i 1.2 ⼀一⼀一 N

Siaa Ci E 1，2 ⼀一 k了了 to get Ci we onlyneed to compare

NXi Z.IE 11Xi ZIN HXi Zk.IE

and choose the minimum from it i

e.ciargmnllxi Zjlli.it 2 ⼀一 K
jail

In

qtherwrdszrpXi is assigned to thegroup whose representative vector is
thecusestoxi.L

r

F.ro It is rewritten as
只只趴意Milli⼗十点 Nit ⼗十点伈 灭们

tree nny.tt engine
dependson Z depends on depends on
only ZzOnly ⼆二 only

Obviously it is equivalentto minimizeeach term independently



i.e sohe k independent problems

Mj意不不可们 抖 2 K

⼼心

籪从⼀一班 ⼆二 磊磊点⼼心到
2
装符紥算𠠬〇⼆二点意XieZjeDEeahte.mn

is this summation are independent again
Thus
等剾以 2渺 为 器器意嶃eni.int

One Variable minimization

Ekingderivative writ Zjeandsetting it to 0 we obtain that

the solution Zje satisfies
2意 Zi Xie 0

Zje 意如⽔水剑 1Gf is the numberof
太1，2 n

tents in Gj

In vector form

衢前意懰⼀一 百⼆二歃意州

In

othernessZj is the mean of all vectors in Gjno

Altogether we get the following clustering algorithm

Input Xi K 从 ER

Output G Gi CN and Zj.FI ⼀一 K
Initialization Initialize Z 瓦 Zk by choosing K vectors



from X ⽕火 ⼀一 不不 randomly

Step Ii Given Zi Zz ⼀一 Zk compute

Ci ⼆二 agjiii.gl Xi ZjlE i l 2

N.anddefneGjSnilci j3 j 1.2 k

step 2 i Given G 后
⼀一 Gk compute

Zj 前嚞则
Goback to step 1

This algorithm is know as K means algorithm because it computes

K means of vectors at step 2

K medians Algorithm

In Kmeans the Euclidean norm is used We can replace it by
mom We solve

in 烝愿你 2洲
The numerical solver is

Step Ii Fix Zi Zk SoWe

G只只品 意意必可以
Similar to the discussion in kmeans the solution is

Ci agiii.glXi Zjlh E1 z

N.andGjSnilCiB.Step2FixG Gz ⼀一⼀一 Gk solve

z 品点德怀㢫



Similar to the discussion in Kmeans it is decomposed

into K subproblems

my 蕊似⼀一列列 弘 2 ⼀一 K

It is well known Galileo that the solution is

Zj median Xi
i EGj

Where median Xi takes component_wise mediani E Gj
This algorithm is called Indian algorithm





Example 2 Another inner product in R is as follows

Let HER be a symmetric positivedefinite spd
Recall Spd means AEA and TAX 0 Uxto

Then x Di IA y defines an inner product in R because

X⼒力力A TAX 20 and 化 加 0 x Too To

axtpxz.DE Ntpx 刘⼆二 xxitytpxy
x化 DA t ka DA

也以仁 xTAy AyjEyix _yTAx _M.DA
Example 3 In Cain we can define an inner product as

A 9 ffnglxidx.V fgECIa.bz

CauchySchwartz Inequity

If ⼈人 7 is an inner product on V then for any X y EV

iueiiiiinelnnrottt
Proof Let ⼊入ER be an arbitrary number

0三 化⼗十为 从 ⼩小 ⼆二 化 Dtxyptxx.pt NM
⼼心 2 Xx y t Ng

Thus XM.gs 2⼊入化 以 ⼗十 化 D 20 以 ER
Thekfc is a quadratic function of⼊入and always non

negatie.fr
al4bHso

There is at most oneroot of the quadraticfunction
So 划

2 4My x DEO at most one root
⼆二 以

2
sax y 以 50 5 4ac Eo

Finally when cx.gs三化如何以 there is a root i.e
⺕彐 a unique MR N Ly 以⼗十⼆二⼊入化 以⼗十化 D 0



I
⺕彐 a unique MR at M 奷刈 0

I
⺕彐 aunique ⼊入ER Xt Mo

⺕彐 aunique MR x M ⽹网

With the CauchySchwartzinequity we can show that
侧2dfnesanorm.TT Called norm induced

by the innerproduct
proof 10 1⽐比仁 220 andMl fax ⽕火 0 X 0

MM xx xx 兰 义化奶兰凶 化11

Nxt𠳔 化州 Xty 化 ⼋八⼗十 化 ysky.pt 伿
⼆二 化114114114 2 x 以 Note that CauchySchwartz

becomes

EM 141 Hit 2 化1111911 Xx yN EM 111911

MHIM.IR 図

auchfhwartzisreskx.ME

lXlllMllLrii
Angels in inner product spaces

The equality is attained if andonly if x and y
are aligned exactly which should have the least angel
Therefore we use the ratio of the two sides of Cauchy
Schwartz ㄑ监

化11Mll
to qnantitize the closeness to exact alignment Hence to



define the angels between X and y
when ㄨ 刈 with no

从上
化1111411

1 x y

Sina Xand y are in the same direction
It is naturally to define 化 y 0
When
kxywithxoays.sn

⼀一⼀一

化1111411
⼆二 ⼗十

x y

Since x and y are in the opposite direction
it is naturally to define ㄑ 化 y 不不

We define
as xy 丛

化1111911

or equivalently Lay arc cos 业
化1111411

Thisdefinition coincides with the above two cases and the
vectors in R2 or 1123 equipped with the standard inner product

Orthogonality Let V be an inner productspace
When the angelof Xand y is 垩 we call they are

orthogonal denoted hyxty.ie
xtyifcx.no

when XM they are least relevant

Pythagoras theorem Let X y be two vectors in an inner product space



If XI y then 化州112 1⽐比112111丱

proof My112 州 ㄨ 4
X

IYTXPtcx.ptMX tag 以 they
侧411丱 囲

halleGram law Ux y EH ⼀一 an inner product space

Hxtyitti 211划42119112

每年年proof My1141必⾮非
州 xtystty.my

⼆二 化 如 tag ⽕火⽕火 tag y tax y x x.pt 例例

211卌⼗十211丱 ⽹网

HilbertspaaittgA Hilbert Space is a Banach space in which the norm is induced by
aninnerproduct.lrr

vectorspacesQ.in

Example l R with inner product

ay xg



is a Hilbert space

Example 2 R with inner product

化 y A TAY where A is an Spd manix

is a Hilbert space The norm on this space is

MIA 4百⽔水
Example3 C区 b with inner product

Gg hbfcxlgndx
Rough thelimit

is NOT a Hilbertspace because it is not completeGaconvergent
To complain 的 under the norm n.lk ⽔水 to𤓖器器是嵓
we needto extend the Riemannian integral to the so called Lebesgue

integral and the resulting Hilbert space is Ela b

In the following we will consider calculus on Hilbert Banachspaces



1.5 Case Study kernel trick Kernel K means

The Kmeans will not work for the following examples

iii ii i fiti cc ii 呩
iii iii i

Recall in a chastening we want to group X ⽕火 ⼀一 从 ER
into K groups
The K means algorithm works likei

Initialize Z 2 ⼀一 Zk

step Ii Given Zi Zz ⼀一 Zk update the groups G ⼀一 G.by
foreach Xi assign Ci the group that Xi belongsto by

a argminllxizjlkjc.fi𠮩
Then Gj i lC i j for Fl 了了 K

step 2 i Given Gi Gk update their representsby

Ziījī 意队 for Fl 2 ˋ K

To modify Kmeans to those curved datasets in R
we use a transform to incur re the data sets in a Hilbert
space
Let 0 i N N

N i 中以1i

its i
j

Xj 中的
Rn H



1
01⽐比⻔门 is calledthefeature of Xi
中 is calledthefeature map
His Called the feature space

Then we apply k means to 中⼼心 中如 中则 in H
Let Zi Zk be the representative vectors in H

step Ii Given Z
ZK.ci⼆二 argjgii.nl0KXi ZjH2 i 1；3

NandGjfilCi j3 j l 2 k

step2 Given Gl ⼀一⼀一 Gk

Zj ⼆二点意中划
Repeat

However finding the feature map of is not easy because

中 depends on the shape of X ⽕火 ⼀一 从 which generally is

very complicated

ThgooduwsisthatitrgThereisnoneedtoknowolexplitksm
This is seen as in below

First of all since we care only the groups of X 从

we only need to know G ⼀一 Gk The representatives
Z Zk are only internediate

Therefore we can eliminate Zi Zk in the K meansalgorithm



囖 囖2in
Now only Dino hes the feature mapping f
Since His a Hilbert space we can expand the
norm in 10 by

11中⽐比以前新州12

4 ⽐比以前㷉如 ⽐比以前㷉 𠴕

4 侧 中以 前意件侧 䖰

⼗十赢点意伙划 中咱

We see that
onhginnerproductsinhefeaturespaaareinwwed.gl

Therefore

Anexplicitexpressionofcfisninecessary.tl

kernel trick
Instead ofdefining中的 explicitly we define a kernel function Kay

嚣簪簪器器器器 您 int



imiiiiilhtlese

it violateswith必以 灿 20

Which function K x y can be an inner product 化 ⽕火 for
some feature mapping 中

First of all innerproductproperly
t

K X⻔门 4⽐比1叫 ⼆二件们中化 ⼆二 KM x
We say KC i is symmetric if Kay key x for all X yERI
Secondly let y ⽕火 ym be m vectors in R then

for any C 𨰝ERM
CĚC恻 Èci中州 20 By innerproductproperty

On the other hand

焦⽟玉中以1 惑中以 歌中侧 春秋州
TEÈÈ Cig伙则 中以

Byinner product
properly

⼆二 点 Ě GGKCyi.gl
KM⽣生 Kgym

C 𨶹 炽 1
您

C 20 ⽐比ER
⼮巛品则 Kam别 ⼀一

In other words the matrix F is symmetric positive semidefinite

Wesay a function ⼮巛 ⼩小 R X R R is symmetric positive

semidefinite if i
i kcx以 ⼆二 KM x Ex y ER
ii Forany m and any vectors y ⼼心 不不ER the matrix

KM⽣生 Kgym
𨶹 炽

您别⼮巛品则 Kam别 ⼀一

is symmetric positive semidefinite



Mercer's theorem tells us that If a kernel function Kc i is

Symmetric positive semidefinite then there exists a feature map
of such that kcxin 4 x 𤘘

Some popular kernels

Kay ㄨ可 如仁 X No transform

Kay ⽔水 polynomial kernels

Kay e
化等 Gaussian kernel

kernel k means algorithm
choose a kernel function KC

Initialize Gin Gi G by e.g one step of K means

so Set

噝 咋化

您𢦀 䲓新低则

update G 后 ⼀一 Gk by
G if CB for Fl 2 ⼀一 K

go back and repeat

The kernel K means works for some datasets for which
Kmeans fail



Example ii
iii 只
ii i

If we use Gaussian kernel kcx.us e
化等

then
I Xilk

Kai E 52 1
so all 中以⼩小 中必以 are on unit sphere in H

klxi.pl
⼆二 0 if NXiXjlhislargetlifllxixjlhissmdl

s.colxi1，4Nj are orthogonal in H if 伈炏 large

中以1 中的1 in H if Nixjll small
Therefore

n

ii i
7

㘥 ii

iii th
Rn

frwgl It
Thus Kmeans works for this data set


